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Abstract
High stakes selection contexts often drive the provision of socially desirable responses from
job applicants. This can take the form of ‘faking good’ and can lead to inaccurate personality
assessments. This article reviews the extant research on the extent to which faking good
occurs, the psychological factors that may lead to faking good by job applicants, and how
faking good is measured. In particular, the review considers the role of moral hypocrisy in this
regard and considers how it can be minimised.
Keywords: Personnel management; Personality assessment; Executives--Recruitment

Introduction
Since the early 1990’s research has shown that in work and organisational settings
the dimensions of personality help to explain individual differences in behaviours
(Barrick, Mount, and Judge, 2001; Ones, Dilchert, Viswesvaran, and Judge, 2007;
Salgado, 2003). The ‘Big Five’ dimensions have today become synonymous with the
topic of personality (Hogan, 2005). This model of personality has its origins in a factor
analytic research approach to understanding personality (Digman, 1990). The Big Five
dimensions or, alternatively, the Five Factor Model (FFM) of personality have achieved
widespread acceptance as a satisfactory explanatory model of the structure of
personality and individual differences (Barrick, Mount, and Judge, 2001). The five
broad dimensions, or factors, of Neuroticism, Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness
and Conscientiousness have been shown to be replicable across different
demographic, ethnic, and cultural groupings (McCrae and Terracciano, 2005;
Salgado, Moscovo, and Lado, 2003). According to Salgado (2016), personality
inventories are utilised more than biodata, assessment center, and situational
interviews in personnel selection. However, concern about the accuracy of self-report
personality measures has long been an issue for psychologists (Cronbach and Meehl,
1955). The issue of ‘faking good’ on self-report personality measures by job applicants
is a major concern, according to some researchers (Jeong, Christiansen, Robie, Kung,
and Kinney, 2017; Kiefer and Benit, 2016; Roulin and Bourdage, 2017)
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In this article the impact of socially desirable responding in the form of faking good by
job applicants on the accuracy of personality measures is reviewed. Following this, the
role of socially desirable responding in the form of moral hypocrisy as a behavioural
manifestation of faking good is considered, along with how research into the role of
objective self-awareness can help in dealing with the occurrence of applicant faking
good. Finally, how socially desirable responding can also impact on measures of
impression management that are used to detect faking good is examined.
Personality and Job Performance
Personality assessment using the self-report measures of the Big Five is now a wellestablished practice in the field of applied industrial/organisational (I/O), or
occupational psychology (Barrick, Mount, and Judge, 2001; Hogan, 2005; Hough and
Oswald, 2008; Kiefer and Benit , 2016; Niessen, Meijer, and Tendeiro, 2017; Roberts,
Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi, and Goldberg, 2007). Meta-analytic evidence (Barrick and
Mount, 1991; Salgado, 2003) suggests that some of the Big Five dimensions are
related to overall job performance in virtually all jobs, whereas other dimensions are
related to performance in a more limited number of jobs. Conscientiousness has been
empirically shown to be a valid predictor of job performance across performance
measures in all occupations studied (Salgado, 2003). Neuroticism has also been found
to be a generalisable predictor when overall work performance was the criterion, but
its relationship to specific performance criteria and occupations was less consistent
than Conscientiousness (Barrick, Mount, and Judge, 2001). Extraversion has been
found to be related to job performance in occupations where interactions with others
form a significant portion of the job such as jobs in the sales and marketing area
(Barrick et al., 2001). Agreeableness is a useful predictor of service orientation and
teamwork, because it has been demonstrated to have high predictive validity in jobs
and work settings that involve considerable interpersonal interaction, particularly when
the interaction involves helping, cooperating and nurturing others (Mount, Barrick, and
Stewart, 1998). Extraversion and Openness to Experience appear to be related to
training proficiency and creativity (Barrick et al., 2001, Salgado, 2005).
Ones, Dilchert, Viswesvaran, and Judge (2007) conducted a detailed review of the
most comprehensive meta-analyses that have examined the relationships between
the Big Five and the following variables: (a) performance criteria (e.g., overall job
performance, objective and task performance, contextual performance, and avoidance
of counterproductive behaviours), (b) leadership criteria (emergence, effectiveness,
and transformational leadership), (c) other criteria such as team performance and
entrepreneurship, and (d) work motivation and attitudes. They showed that the
accumulated body of evidence supports the inference that the criterion-related
validities of personality measures are substantial. The Big Five personality variables,
as a set, do indeed predict important organisational behaviours such as job
performance, leadership, and even work attitudes and motivation. The effect sizes for
most of these criteria are moderate to strong (Salgado, 2005). Judge, Bono, Ilies, and
Gerhardt (2002) have shown that leadership was related to the Big Five dimensions
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of personality. Extraversion was found to be the most important trait of leaders and
effective leadership. After Extraversion, Conscientiousness and Openness to
Experience were the strongest and most consistent correlates of leadership.
Another area of relevance to work and organisational settings in which the study of
personality has been fruitful is in the area of career progression and success (Roberts,
Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi, and Goldberg, 2007). There are two dimensions to this aspect
of an individual employee’s life, namely, job satisfaction (intrinsic) and aspects such
as salary and position in the organizational hierarchy (extrinsic). Four of the Big Five
dimensions have been shown to relate to either extrinsic or intrinsic career success,
with Conscientiousness and Extraversion being associated with slightly higher levels
of extrinsic and intrinsic career success whilst Neuroticism and Agreeableness are
associated with slightly lower levels of career success (Judge, Higgins, Thoresen, and
Barrick, 1999). These insights are of use when it comes to career counselling of
employees. The effect sizes are small because of the role that moderators, such as
family status or industry characteristics, play in determining career outcomes. There
are also many contingencies that might alter the relationship between personality and
career outcomes (Judge and Kammeyer-Mueller, 2007).
Accuracy in Personality Measurement
Organisations that use personality measures in the selection and assessment of
managers, and which retain these employees, are likely to outperform their
competitors who do not select on the basis of personality (Hogan, Hogan, and Kaiser,
2010; Oh, Kim, and Van Iddekinge, 2015). These benefits of personality assessment,
however, only arise if the individual’s true score on a personality measure is accurately
assessed, thus being indicative of ‘construct validity’. ‘High stakes’ contexts occur
when the assessment can play a determining role in deciding who will gain access to
an employment opportunity (Sackett, Schmitt, Ellingson, and Kabin, 2001; Ellingson,
Heggestad, and Makarius, 2012). The reward available is, to some extent, dependent
on the outcome of the assessment (Wise and Demars, 2005). On the other hand, ‘low
stakes’ assessment situations are those in which participants are assessed in settings
that do not have a potential for a similar reward. Research linking personality and job
performance, using job incumbents as participants, is in this category. In defending
the use of personality measures in applied contexts such as high stakes employee
selection situations, Hogan (2005) stated “the problem is that business people have
trouble getting good advice from academic psychology. This, in turn, explains the
widespread interest in bogus measures of personality such as the Myers–Briggs Type
Indicator and Goleman’s Emotional Competence Inventory” (p. 334).
The accurate assessment of personality in selection contexts is an important
theoretical question (Ellingson, 2012; Ployhart, Schmitt, and Tippins, 2017), with
critical consequences in applied settings (Griffith and Converse, 2012). Objectively
scored psychometric measures, such as cognitive ability tests, differ from personality
measures which rely on self-reported data. The items in ability measures are
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objectively scored, whereas there is the possibility of inaccuracy due to faking good
by the individual being assessed in self-report personality measures.
An individual’s test score has meaning only on the basis that it provides a measureable
link with the individual’s behaviour in a particular setting of interest (Lance, Dawson,
Birkelbach, and Hoffman, 2010). However, the question of whether individuals
respond honestly to the items in personality measures, or whether they engage in what
is usually referred to either as ‘faking good’ or ‘impression management’ is a hotly
contested topic (Ellingson, 2012). Some researchers maintain that faking good is a
serious problem because of inaccuracy resulting from faking good (Griffith and
Converse, 2012; Jeong et al., 2017; Morgeson, Campion, Dipboye, Hollenbeck,
Murphy, and Schmitt, 2007). Other researchers argue that, even if faking good were
to occur, it would not matter because studies have shown that the occurrence does
not affect the criterion-related validity of self-report personality measures (Ones,
Viswesvaran, and Reiss, 1996). A few researchers maintain that faking is not an issue
in high stakes personality assessments (Hogan, Barrett, and Hogan, 2007). These
opposing viewpoints raise issues pertaining to core psychometrics that question the
construct validity of personality measures. This is because they raise doubts about the
accuracy of the inferences made about an individual based on her or his score on a
personality measure in a personality assessment context, particularly those that are
described as ‘high stakes’. The construct validity of personality measures in selection
situations is a fundamental measurement issue with respect to actual inferences that
are made about the personality traits of job candidates.
Figure 1 contains a suggested nomological network (McFarland and Ryan, 2000) for
the various factors that affect a test taker’s observed score on a personality measure.
Knowledge of the nomological network is essential for an understanding of the
construct validity of a psychological measure (Cronbach and Meehl, 1955; Messick,
1995). If the observed score on such measures is not aligned with the individual’s true
score on a putative latent construct of each of the dimensions of personality, then the
observed score is not a valid measure and is as open to the same criticism as that
levelled by Hogan (2005) at the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator or Goleman’s Emotional
Competence Inventory. Both of these measures lack construct validity and have poor
psychometric properties, apart from the MSC EI measure (Bess and Harvey, 2002;
Mayer, Salovey, and Caruso, (2008).
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Figure 1 - Nomological Network for Test Scores on a Personality Measure

The importance of accurate personality assessment of job applicants lies in its value
in aiding a better understanding of human behaviour in work and organisational
settings both at an individual and aggregated level. Personality predicts job
performance, but it is not the only predictor (Hogan, Hogan, and Roberts, 1996). A
meta-analysis of personality and overall assessment centre ratings (OAR’s)
conducted by Collins et al. (2003) found that, although cognitive ability alone predicted
much of the variance in OAR’s, the addition of personality traits to the model
significantly increased the variance accounted for. In fact, they showed that in certain
contexts, the combination of a set of personality traits and cognitive ability can predict
nearly all of the variance in performance ratings.

Socially Desirable Responding
Socially desirable responding is typically defined as the tendency to give positive selfdescriptions (Ziegler, MacCann, and Roberts, 2012), but it can also manifest itself in
clinical settings as a tendency to give negative self-descriptions (Perinelli and
Gremigni, 2016; Salgado, 2016; Sollman and Berry, 2011). Paulhus (1984) showed
that the person being assessed may either be consciously engaging in a deliberate
strategy of misrepresentation to make an impression on those who might eventually
see his or her personality profile, or the misrepresentation could occur at an
unconscious level and be motivated by a latent need for self-enhancement and ego
maintenance.
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Socially desirable responding can therefore present a problem when accuracy in the
assessment of personality is a concern, and, from a construct validity perspective, it
must be taken into account (Salgado, 2016). This problem with self-report measures
is an old one, and the link with behaviour was pointed out a long time ago by La Piere
(1934) in his classic paper on the relationship between attitude and behaviour in which
he stated, “Yet it would seem far more worthwhile to make a shrewd guess regarding
that which is essential than to accurately measure that which is likely to prove quite
irrelevant” (p. 237). In spite of La Piere’s admonition, accurate measurement can still
be a problem in the personality assessments of job applicants. Socially desirable
responding is more likely to occur in situations where there is a desirable outcome at
stake, such as in high stakes selection contexts (Griffith, Chmielowski, and Yoshita,
2007), that can affect the rank order of individual job candidates (Morgeson et al.,
2007). This was one of the reasons that Campbell and Fiske (1959) advocated the
use of their multi-trait, multi-method (MTMM) approach to determining psychometric
test accuracy. They were concerned with “the adequacy of tests as measures of
constructs, rather than the adequacy of a construct as determined by the confirmation
of theoretically predicted associations with measures of other constructs” (p. 100).
Socially desirable responding in the form of applicant faking good should therefore be
a major concern with regard to the measurement of true scores in personality
psychology (Backstrom, Björklund, and Larsson, 2009; Bangerter, Roulin, and König,
2012; Chan, 2009; Morgeson et al., 2007). For example, the transparency of the item
content in an omnibus personality measure is one measurement issue that can lead
to an occurrence of this problem. Because of item transparency, test takers can
develop reasonably accurate hypotheses about what trait an item is tapping into
(Schmit and Ryan, 1993).
Today, there appears to be a dominant consensus view about faking in the literature,
at least in occupational settings, that:
1. Faking can and does occur (Birkeland, Manson, Kisamore, Brannick, and
Smith, 2006; Griffith and Converse, 2012; Landers, Sackett, and Tuzinski,
2011; Markus, 2006, Salgado, 2016)
2. It does not affect the criterion-related reliability of personality measures with
respect to research, at the aggregate level, on job performance (Hogan et al.
2007; Li and Bagger 2006; Ones et al. 1996), although Salgado (2016) disputes
this. This is because this research relies on samples of job incumbents.
3. It is more likely to occur in ‘high stakes’ situations such as recruitment where
there is a desirable outcome at stake - getting a job (Ellingson, 2012; Griffith,
Chmielowski, and Yoshita, 2007).
4. It can have a negative impact on the rank ordering of individual job applicants
when personality measures are used in selection contexts (Griffith and
Converse, 2012; Hollenbeck, 2009).
Estimates from extant research as to the extent of the occurrence of faking good vary,
as well as the extent to which each of the Big Five is prone to being faked. For
example, Hogan et al. (2007) are of the view that ‘all (applicants) faking all the time”
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(p.1280), meaning that the issue of faking good is a non-issue in their view. This strong
view has been challenged by several researchers (Sackett, 2012). Research findings
on the link between job performance and personality traits using job incumbents (those
in employment), is not affected by faking good (Griffith and Converse, 2012). Arthur,
Glaze, Villado, and Taylor (2010) demonstrated that, in the aggregate, all of the Big
Five dimensions of personality are prone to faking good among job applicants. They
also found that, although most test takers’ scores were stable, fairly sizeable
percentages of the test takers displayed evidence of higher scores as job applicants,
compared to their scores later on when they were job incumbents. According to Ziegler
et al. (2012),
Faking represents a response set aimed at providing a portrayal of the self that helps
a person to achieve personal goals. Faking occurs when this response set is activated
by situational demands and person characteristics to produce systematic differences
in test scores that are not due to the attribute of interest (p. 8).

As such, it is a form of ‘moral hypocrisy’. There is evidence from research (Batson,
2008) that there are two psychological processes involved in socially desirable
responding manifested in the form of faking good. These are moral hypocrisy and
objective self-awareness (Duval and Lalwani, 1999).
Moral hypocrisy
In two landmark series of experimental psychology studies, Batson and colleagues
(Batson, Kobrynowicz, Dinnerstein, Kempf, and Wilson, 1997; Batson Thompson,
Seuferling, Whitney, and Strongman, 1999) introduced the concept of moral hypocrisy
which they defined as follows: “moral hypocrisy: Morality is extolled - even enacted not with an eye to producing a good and right outcome but in order to appear moral
yet still benefit oneself” (p. 1335). People who sincerely value morality, and who firmly
believe that they should not put their own rights and interests ahead of the parallel
rights and interests of others, can act in ways that seem to show a blatant disregard
for the moral principles they hold dear (Batson et al.,1999). The difference between
moral disengagement and moral hypocrisy is to be found in the second part of Batson
et al.’s (1997) definition. Unlike moral hypocrisy, those who engage in moral
disengagement are not necessarily attempting to appear moral while simultaneously
engaging in behaviour that is morally lacking. Moral disengagement therefore occurs
when individuals deliberately disengage from self-censorship. When moral hypocrisy
occurs there is a tangible benefit gained by the individual.
Batson, et al. (1997) presented participants with a moral dilemma. Participants were
required to assign themselves and another fictitious participant, to either of two tasks
that are different (Batson, 2008). Participants were led to believe that the other
(fictitious) participant would not know that they – the actual subjects of the experiment
- were allowed to assign the task. One task allowed the participant the chance to earn
a raffle ticket and had positive consequences in that it was an enjoyable task. The
other task had no chance to earn a raffle ticket and was described in the briefing of
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participants as dull and boring. Most participants – (up to 80%) – assigned themselves
to the more interesting and rewarding task. Yet only 10% of participants believed that
assigning the dull and boring task to the other (fictitious) participant was the moral
thing to do.
There are strong parallels between Batson et al.’s (1997, 1999) experiments and the
applied situation faced by individual job applicants (Ellingson et al., 2012; Fan et al.,
2012; Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi, 2013). Completing self-report personality
measures in a selection situation is a win/lose situation with an applicant who fakes
good possibly winning if the applicant with the ‘best’ true scores does not fake good
or lie. Therefore, the opportunity for moral hypocrisy is present in faking good
situations. The job applicant can deliberately lie which is immoral behaviour regardless
of the euphemistic labelling of the lying as faking good or impression management.
The results of the Batson et al.’s series of experiments provide support from
experimental psychology for the level of faking good that Griffith and Converse (2012)
maintain are the norm in applied settings – 30% of applicants fake good with a margin
of error of + or – 10%.
Batson, et al. (1999) conducted a further experiment to examine whether moral
standards being made salient, prior to the opportunity to behave, would actually affect
the behaviour of the participants. They tested four experimental conditions. Awareness
of moral standards could be either high or low. The salience of moral standards could
also be either high or low. This resulted in a 2x2 experiment i.e. 4 possible
experimental conditions. They found that participants in the low-standardsalience/high-self-awareness condition responded very differently to those in the highstandard-salience/high-self-awareness condition. In the latter condition, the majority
of participants agreed that the most moral way to assign the tasks was to give the
positive consequences task to the other participant, whereas in the low-standardsalience/high-self-awareness condition, only a small minority agreed with this. This
shows that it is not unreasonable to expect that in the context of high stakes personnel
selection, faking good, a form of moral hypocrisy, can be greatly reduced by following
a procedure that mimics the procedures that Batson et al. (1997) followed in their
experiments (Ellingson et al., 2012; Fan et al., 2012). In recent years, a number of
other researchers, including Mazar, Amir, and Ariely (2008) and Shu, Gino, and
Bazerman (2011) have expanded on the work of Batson and colleagues and have
found similar results.
The importance of moral hypocrisy in faking good is of relevance when the validity of
a personality measure is being discussed (Fahey, 2017). It should be borne in mind
that aggregated anonymous personality assessments are used for the purposes of
establishing the concurrent and/or predictive criterion-related validity of the Big Five
dimensions of personality. As mentioned earlier, criterionrelated validation studies
usually use job incumbents for their research. This differs with respect to the aspect
of construct validity of the same Big Five measures that applies when they are used
for the purposes of selecting the ‘winner’ in high stake job selection situations
(Embretson, 1983; Messick, 1995; Sackett, 2012). This aspect of construct validity is
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described by Messick as the ‘consequential’ aspect. There is an economic payoff to
be gained in the latter situation – either a promotion with higher status and
remuneration, a change of employer to a more putatively desirable one, entry into the
workforce, etc. All of these desired outcomes for the applicant have a potential payoff
attached that is frequently monetary.
It is arguable that the upper limit of 40% from Griffith and Converse’s research is
supported by the research on moral hypocrisy (Mazar et al., 2008; Shu et al., 2011).
The extant research has shown that lying, cheating, or moral disengagement are
heterogeneous phenomena that are situationally dependent (Figure 1). In any given
situation where ambiguity is present, moral hypocrisy can occur even though some
individuals don’t lie or cheat at all, while some others do lie or cheat to the maximum
extent possible, and the remainder may lie or cheat to a smaller extent. Executive
selection is a form of high stakes selection in which the outcome is frequently that of
selecting a preferred candidate from a short list or subset of candidates. In essence,
the selection decision rests on a rank ordering, formal or otherwise, of the short-listed
candidates. If faking good occurs with some participants in spite of the effectiveness
of procedural precautions taken to prevent it, and if it can be measured, the construct
validity of the personality measures can still be questioned. This is because of the
consequential aspect (Messick, 1995). Even though the success criteria for these
types of positions can be difficult to define (Highhouse, 1998; 2002), if the selection
criterion or criteria includes personality dimensions then the rank order of candidates
can easily change. If even one of the candidates deliberately engages in faking good,
the rank order can change when compared to a ranking based on all of the candidates’
true scores on these dimensions (Komar, Brown, Komar, and Robie, 2008; Rosse,
Stecher, Miller, and Levin, 1998). The consequences of a failure to achieve the
objective of accuracy in personality measurement in high stakes employee selection
contexts, due to moral hypocrisy in the form of faking good, can be severe in situations
such as high stakes selection contexts because of rank order effects. A
disproportionate likelihood of those who fake good being selected, which can easily
arise from unfairness in testing, has been found consistently in research examining
the effect of faking on the rank-order of those selected (Ellingson et al., 2001; Hough,
1998; Komar et al., 2008).
Objective self-awareness
For objective self-awareness to occur, an individual’s attention has to be directed
inward, and the individual's consciousness must then be focused on himself or herself.
Batson et al. (1999) found that by manipulating objective self-awareness it was
possible to eliminate moral hypocrisy. The coin toss condition in the Batson et al.
(1997, 1999) series of experiments allowed for ambiguity in that participants were able
to pretend that the task assignment decision depended on the outcome of a coin toss.
All participants had to do in this experiment was to say that they had used the coin
toss outcome, which was not independently verified, in making their choice. This
ambiguity allowed participants to appear to behave in a moral manner while not being
prepared to pay the cost of so doing. The result of the elimination of the coin toss
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option resulted in participants in the low-standard-salience/high-self-awareness
condition responding very differently to those in the high-standard-salience/high-selfawareness condition. In the latter condition, the majority of participants agreed that the
most moral way to assign the tasks was to give the positive consequences task to the
other participant, whereas in the low-standard-salience/high-self-awareness condition
only a small minority agreed with this. The elimination of the coin toss option removed
ambiguity from the experiment which in turn reduced the incidence of moral hypocrisy.
This finding shows that it is not unreasonable to expect that in the context of applied
high stakes personnel selection, faking good, a form of moral hypocrisy, can be greatly
reduced by following a procedure that mimics the procedures that Batson et al.
followed in their experiments. Therefore, the importance of the Batson et al. (1997)
and Batson et al. (1999) experiments, lies primarily in the fact that their research
findings arguably support the use of a procedural measure that makes moral
standards salient for the participants. The statement “Most participants feel that giving
both people an equal chance – by, for example, flipping a coin – is the fairest way to
assign themselves and the other participant to the tasks” was used in the Batson et
al. (1997) research to make moral standards salient for participants. In addition, the
Batson et al. (1999) experiments arguably showed that a combination of making moral
standards salient together with heightened self-awareness eliminated moral
hypocrisy. In a later series of experiments, moral hypocrisy in the form of dishonesty
was eliminated when the experimenter’s objective scoring of the answers to questions
on a test was compared with the participant’s self-scoring of the answers to the test
questions (Mazar et al., 2008).
Duval and Wicklund’s theory of self-awareness (Duval and Lalwani, 1999) posits that
focussing one’s attention on the self induces a state of objective self-awareness and
this leads to an awareness of the discrepancies between the ideal and actual self
(Higgins, 1987). For objective self-awareness to manifest itself, the individual engages
in introspection and self-evaluation while, at same time, ignoring endogenous
environmental factors (Silvia and Duval, 2001). Self-awareness can be experimentally
induced by exposing participants to self-focusing stimuli (Morin, 2011). The important
aspect of ‘objective self-awareness’ theory in understanding the phenomenon of faking
good is the degree to which a person's attention is focused upon a salient within-self
discrepancy (e.g. perceived self-evaluated discrepancy between actual and ideal or
ought self in high stakes personality assessment). Provided that attention cannot be
directed elsewhere, and not on moral values or standards because of low saliency,
there will be efforts to reduce that discrepancy between the actual and ideal or ought
self by faking good (Pryor, Gibbons, Wicklund, Fazio, and Hood, 1977). An individual
completing a self-report personality measure is focussed on the self, by definition.
Based on Batson et al.’s (1999) research, this focus on, and real time awareness of,
the discrepancies between the actual and ideal self in a setting such as that of a high
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stakes selection situation was shown to be conducive to a state of moral hypocrisy
among participants in the a low moral standards saliency context .
The low-standard-salience/high-self-awareness condition is commonplace in life,
according to Batson et al. (1999), a circumstance they described as ‘frightening’. Their
concern arises from the fact that people are frequently asked to make moral decisions
in circumstances in which the relevant moral standards are not stated in advance, or
when others are not watching, or when their actions are not challenged, or when they
do not actually feel accountable for their actions, and so on. Therefore, according to
Batson et al. (1999), many everyday moral decisions occur in low-standardsalience/high-self-awareness situations. High stakes employee selection contexts
would be a good example of such moral decision making situations. This confirms the
relevance and importance of the Batson, et al., experimental findings to the issue of
applicant faking good, (1997, 1999). Individuals who fake good, when completing selfreport personality measures in high stakes selection situations, could and probably
would feel that they acted morally if questioned after completing the questionnaire,
even though they actually acted in a manner that served their self-interest. Individuals
who are candidates for jobs are acting from a self-interest perspective. They are
seeking gains such as better employment and career opportunities, increased income,
or some other such long and short term economic benefit. In addition, they are in
competition with others for the positions on offer. To at least minimise moral hypocrisy
in high stakes selection contexts the assessment situation should be one that provides
for both high self-awareness and high moral salience.
There have been a number of studies by other researchers into the question of moral
hypocrisy and objective self-awareness (Mazar, Amir, and Ariely, 2008; Shu, Gino,
and Bazerman, 2011; Shu, Mazar, Gino, Ariely, and Bazerman, 2012). Mazar, et al.
(2008) investigated the extent to which people who think highly of themselves in terms
of honesty make use of various mechanisms that allow them to engage in dishonest
behaviour while retaining positive views of themselves. Even though participants knew
that they were over-claiming their actions it did not affect their self-concept in terms of
honesty. By making moral codes salient, cheating was eliminated. Shu et al. (2011)
found that having participants read an honour code reduced cheating by half in the
Mazar, et al., (2008) experimental design. When participants read and signed the
honour code, cheating was eliminated. Behavioural economists have also investigated
lying and honesty in a range of experimental settings. Fischbacher and Follmi-Heusi
(2013) developed an experimental design that makes it possible to detect lies when
participants face no threat of being caught individually. Their research showed that
some participants lied to the fullest extent possible, while some were fully honest.
Other participants also lied, but not to the maximum possible extent (Fischbacher and
Heusi, Pruckner and Sausgruber, 2013). This research also shows that individuals
cheat and lie in permissive situations where there is an opportunity for self-interest
gain, just as the Batson et al. (1997, 1999) experiments demonstrated. Once people
begin to behave dishonestly by cheating, they disengage morally. On the other hand,
it is relatively easy to prevent this moral disengagement and moral hypocrisy by simple
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environmental nudges.However, even with assessment conditions of high selfawareness and high moral salience, applicant faking good may still occur. For this
reason the assessment procedures need to include a measure that is capable of
detecting faking good. Typically, this is done through the use of impression
management measures that are sometimes referred to as lie scales.
Lie and related scales
Lie scales are self-report measures that are sometimes used to try to detect and
measure socially desirable responding in personality assessments. According to
MacCann et al. (2012), these scales are frequently used in applied settings such as
personality assessments. The construct validity of these measures has been hotly
debated for many years (Block, 2010; Burns and Christiansen, 2011; Connelly and
Chang, 2016; Costa and McCrae, 1992; Dilchert and Ones, 2012; MacCann, et al.,
2012; Paulhus, 1984). In fact, the use of lie scales of any form to detect faking in selfreport measures has been questioned by some researchers, some of whom even go
so far as to recommend against using lie scales as a method for detecting faking good
(MacCann et al., 2012). There are two categories of such measures in use –
unidimensional lie scales which assume that there is a single latent factor underlying
the lie scale, and scales based on two dimensions (Paulhus, 1984). The
unidimensional scales that are in use can be either stand-alone measures, or, they
may be embedded in the personality measure.
In 1930, Hartshorne and May developed a lie scale to detect and help deal with socially
desirable responding. High scores on the lie scale were assumed to be indicative of a
dishonest character (Paulhus, 2002). Later on, in clinical settings, the widely used
omnibus Minnesota Multiphasic Inventory (MMPI) included an embedded socially
desirable responding scale, the MMPI Lie Scale, designed to identify individuals
deliberately dissembling their clinical symptoms (Hathaway and McKinler, 1989). The
Eysenck Personality Inventory (EPQ) also contained a lie scale (Eysenck, 1968).
Additionally, two widely used stand-alone socially desirable responding detection
scales are also in use (Paulhus, 2002), namely, the Marlowe Crowne SD Scale
(MCSD) and the Edwards SD Scale (ESD). These latter two measures contained
items claiming improbable virtues and denying common human frailties. The items
used in these measures are those with self-descriptions that were not just positive, but
improbably positive. Typical items include the following - “I always try to practice what
I preach” from the MCSD, and “No one cares much what happens to you” from the
ESD (Shaver, Brennan, Robinson, Shaver, and Wrightsman, 1991). A number of the
omnibus personality measures in use today such as for example Eysenck’s EPQ and
the 16PF (Conn and Rieke, 1994) have the lie scale embedded in the personality
measure (Ellingson et al., 2001). These embedded measures have been the most
widely employed applied technique to deal with applicant faking (Barrick and Mount,
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1996; Holden, 2008; Hough, 1998; Hough, Ones, and Viswesvaran, 1998; Kurtz,
Tarquini, and Lobst, 2008).
It is claimed that the scores on these measures have been used by some researchers
and practitioners to partial out the variance in personality responses associated with
faking in an attempt to obtain more accurate estimates of the construct validity of
personality tests (Smith and Ellingson, 2002). The scores on the personality measure
are adjusted using the lie scale scores (Dilchert and Ones, 2012). However, this
approach has little empirical support as a valid technique for eliminating common
method variance (CMV) due to faking (Dilchert and Ones, 2012; MacCann et al.,
2012). Moreover, the unidimensional nature of lie scales was questioned by a number
of researchers as far back as the 1960’s, which led to Paulhus examining the factor
structure of the lie scales in use (Paulhus, 2002).
The factor analysis studies of Paulhus in the 1980’s of the various socially desirable
responding measures that were in use at that time found that there were two, rather
than one, socially desirable responding factors. These he referred to as self-deception
enhancement and impression management, respectively (Paulhus, 1998). Selfdeceptive enhancement (SDE) refers to an unconscious positive bias in item
responses. It might occur when individuals complete the self-report measures with the
aim of protecting positive self-esteem. In contrast, impression management (IM) refers
to the conscious dissimulation of item responses with the aim of making a favourable
impression on others (Paulhus, 2002). Sackett’s (2012) multiple component analysis
of systematic variance in responding to items in a self-report measure is consistent
with this latent two factor structure of socially desirable responding of Paulhus (1984).
Sackett (2012) differentiated between what he termed ‘erroneous self-perception’ and
‘situationally specific intention’ (p. 331) distortion. The former is an automatic response
mode whereas the latter is a controlled response mode. In the automatic response
mode the test taker has a tendency to automatically respond to items in terms of her
or his best self. Faking good is deliberate (Griffith and Converse, 2012) and is related
to IM unlike SDE, whereas item response distortion arising from SDE is not deliberate
(Ellingson, 2012; Lönnqvist, Irlenbusch, and Walkowitz, 2014).
Moral hypocrites value morality and can firmly believe that they should not put their
own rights and interests ahead of the parallel rights and interests of others (Mazar et
al., 2008). Yet, in spite of this, they can act in ways that seem to show a blatant
disregard for the moral principles they hold dear (Batson et al., 1997). Faking good is
a response set to questions in a self-report personality measure that is intended to
provide a false portrayal of the self that helps the individual achieve personal goals
and, as such, is a form of moral hypocrisy (Ziegler et al., 2012). Faking good and
impression management are forms of socially desirable responding that are not always
easy to detect. This form of socially desirability responding is a prominent concern in
applied, high-stakes, assessments that use personality traits (Fahey, 2017). Some of
the inferences made based on an individual candidate’s scores on a personality test
may still not be valid in spite of measures used in the assessment process to prevent
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faking good, a manifestation of moral hypocrisy, by job candidates from occurring. Lie
scales can be a useful tool in identifying such ‘fakers’, provided they are accurate and
valid measures (Connelly and Chang, 2017). Connelly and Chang emphasised that
understanding and measuring the negative influence of exaggerated responding
should remain a focal concern for personality and applied psychologists.
As a result of his research, Paulhus (1984, 1998) developed a forty item measure –
the Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR) - to measure the two factors
of socially desirable responding. All of the forty items are affirmation statements, and
there are equal numbers of attribution and denial items for each of the two 20-item sub
scales measuring Self-Deceptive Enhancement (SDE) and Impression Management
(IM). The BIDR is the most widely used standalone socially desirable responding
measure in both research and applied settings (Ellingson, Heggestad, and Makarius,
2012). The IM scale of the BIDR has been widely used in the study of the effect of
faking good on personality measures in occupational settings (Ellingson et al., 2012;
Fan et al. 2012). This scale has also been used, as a method for measuring impression
management, in research into the hierarchical structure of personality (DeYoung,
Peterson, and Higgins, 2002: Ellingson, 2012; Fan et al., 2012).
Arguably, Paulhus’s (1984) distinction between the two dimensions of socially
desirable responding is the more construct valid measure of impression management
because of the volitional nature of IM compared with SDE. The other measures of
socially desirable responding, such as the unidimensional lie scales, do not distinguish
between these two dimensions, (Lönnqvist et al., 2014; Sackett, 2012). The findings
of Lönnqvist et al. (2014) support the contention that the BIDR-IM scale does indeed
assess the tendency to consciously, rather than subconsciously, give inflated selfdescriptions to an audience. The extant research would also suggest that the BIDRIM scale measures faking good because it is a form of moral hypocrisy manifested as
intentional distortion similar to that observed in the research studies of Mazar, Amir,
and Ariely (2008), and those of Shu, Gino, and Bazerman (2011).
Item transparency in impression management measures
Procedural controls, according to Podsakoff, MacKenzie, and Podsakoff (2012), need
to be in place in order to deal with the problem of item transparency, which can lead
to faking good because of the clear-cut nature of the items being grouped together.
The items in the BIDR-IM scale are, deliberately, both overt and clear cut. The
research findings, reviewed earlier, concerning moral hypocrisy would suggest that
this effect can also be manifested in impression management measures in the context
of the assessments of participants in high stakes selection contexts. This presents a
construct validity concern (Embretson, 2007) in using impression management
measures in high stakes selection situations – presenting the twenty items together as
a group to job applicants in order to detect ‘fakers’ in selection situations is a concern
arising from the overt and clear-cut nature of the items in the self-report measures
(Podsakoff et al., 2012). Based on the research of McFarland, Ryan and Ellis (2002),
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into the effect of random item placement compared to item grouping in self-report
questionnaires, job applicants are likely to engage in faking good. It is argued that they
would be likely to recognize the objective of the IM items if they were presented as a
single group of 20 items, as is the case with the BIDR measure. The psychometric
properties of the personality measure used by McFarland et al. (2002) were found to
be better when the items that measure the same construct were randomly distributed
throughout the test. This suggests that, because the BIDR-IM scale is a self-report
measure, it too would be subject to CMV resulting from socially desirable responding
in the same manner, as self-report measures personality is prone to in high stakes
selection contexts. The more readily the construct being assessed can be identified,
from a reading of the items, the more likely it is for socially desirable responding to
occur (McFarland et al., 2002). To deal with these concerns, rather than grouping them
together, the 20 IM items could be randomly included in a ‘bespoke’ questionnaire
containing distractor items. The distractor items selected should not be related to
impression management. Rosse, Stecher, Miller, and Levin (1998) used a similar
approach when using the IM scale of the BIDR in their research. This bespoke nature
of the modified BIDR-IM scale, or similar measures, will arguably help to minimise a
socially desirable responding effect from contaminating the accuracy of the IM
measure used. The research reviewed suggests that the objective of minimising faking
good in high stakes personality assessments can be achieved by making moral
standards salient in the assessment procedure combined with the inherent selfawareness effect that comes from completing a self-report measure. In addition, the
detection of job applicants who still fake good can be achieved by using an impression
management measure that does not group the items in the measure together, as a
procedural measure for dealing with the problem of item transparency.

Conclusion
The extant research reviewed dealing with the use of personality measures in the
assessment of job applicants, in high stakes contexts, clearly indicates that faking
good on personality measures is a real problem when it comes to the applied context
of high stakes employee selection. Resolving this issue is of major practical
importance in such a context. According to Drasgow, Stark, Chernyshenko, Nye,
Hulin, and White (2012, p. 2) “intentional distortion can severely undermine the utility
of measures for personnel selection”. The use of procedural controls in personality
assessments, which make moral standards salient as well as bringing about a state of
objective self-awareness, will act to prevent moral hypocrisy in a high stakes employee
selection setting. Thus, it should be possible to minimise its occurrence, thereby
leading to more accurate personality assessments of job candidates and better
employee selection outcomes, particularly in high stakes contexts. However, even with
procedural precautions, it will still be necessary to use an impression management
measure, similar to the bespoke measure described earlier. This approach should help
to ensure that those who persist in faking good, in spite of the procedural measures
taken to eliminate moral hypocrisy, are detected.
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